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The Honorable William V. Roth, Jr. 
Ranking Minority Member 
Committee on Governmental Affairs 
United States Senate 

Dear Senator Roth: 

In response to your request, we have assessed the Department of 
Defense’s (DOD’S) progress in implementing its spare parts initiatives. 
The Secretary of Defense announced the initiatives in July and August 
1983 to improve the procurement of spare parts A more detailed discus- 
sion of these initiatives and the results of our review are provided in the 
appendixes. 

We previously reported to you on spare parts procurement at the San 
Antonio Air Logistics Center, Aviation Systems Command, Ships Parts 
Control Center, and Defense Electronics Supply Center (DISC).’ Our 
follow-up work was performed at these same activities. This report pre- 
sents the results of our review at the Defense Logistics Agency’s (DLA’S) 
DISC and includes 

* information on price increases during the two periods we examined (see 
app. III>, 

. an evaluation of the adequacy of the price analysis procurement offi- 
cials performed during each of these periods (see app. IV), 

. an assessment of the personnel changes made in response to the initia- 
tives (see app. V), and 

l a discussion of the difficulties DISC is experiencing in maintaining a 
trained and experienced contracting work force. (See app. VI.) 

Our methodology is explained in appendix II. Separate reports are being 
issued on the results of our review at the other locations. 

We compared the prices on 107,333 procurements totaling $607.9 mil- 
lion to determine the changes that occurred during the 12-month period 
ending March 31,1985. Our review showed that 8 percent of the 
procurements experienced price increases of 25 percent or more while 
65 percent had either no price change or a price decrease. We could not 

‘DOD Initiatives to Improve the Acqwofe Parts (GAO/NSIAJ3-86-62, Mar. 11,1986) 
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quantify how much the initiatives, as opposed to other factors,2 helped 
achieve these results, However, we found substantial evidence that the 
initiatives are being implemented, and it is likely that they have had an 
effect. For example, DESC is buying in larger quantities, as required by I 
one of the initiatives, and has increased the use of competition. Further, 
employee performance evaluation factors were changed to emphasize 
the need for quality pricing. Also, internal government price estimates 
are b’eing prepared and provided to procurement officials for use on 
items being procured for the first time. 

While these efforts provide reasons for optimism, ample opportunity 
exists for further improvement. We found, for example, that inadequate 
price analyses occurred in 46.7 percent of our sampled procurements 
with price increases of 26 percent or more. Price increases of this magni- 
tude should prompt close scrutiny. Further, inadequate price analysis 
occurred frequently on procurements where there was no change in 
price (28 percent of our sample). While procurements with unchanged 
prices would receive less priority than those with price increases, the 
fact that prices remained unchanged should not be the sole basis for 
accepting a price as reasonable. The Armed Services Pricing Manual 
(also known as the Small Purchase Manual) states that: 

“A price previously paid should not be accepted as a basis for determining that the 
offered price is reasonable unless it can be determined that the previous award was 
based on adequate competition or some other valid method of establishing that the 
price was reasonable.” 

We also found that DESC buyers had not consolidated purchase requests, 
Projecting our sample results, there could have been over 10,000 awards 
where the opportunity to consolidate may have been missed. 

Failure to consolidate procurements causes 

. unnecessary duplication of contract awards, 

. increased administrative costs, and 
l uneconomical purchase quantities. 

In addition to the initiatives that call for consolidation, the DOD Inspector 
General in a May 25,1984, report to the Director, DLA recommended that 

2Changes in spare parts prices could have been the result of several factors. Certainly lower inflation 
and improvement in the economy played major roles. The attention given spare parts pricing by top 
DOD officials and efforts by contractors to minimize price increases and avoid adverse publicity may 
have also contributed. 



nr%.c be directed to buy items in quantities that take advantage of price 
breaks. 

DISC officials indicated that the major obstacle to continued improve- 
ment in price analysis under the spare parts initiatives is their inability 
to retain experienced, well-trained buyers. They explained that it takes 
about 3 years for a buyer to receive the necessary training and acquire 
appropriate experience to qualify for a grade 7 or 9 position. Yet, these 
are the grades where the most personnel are lost. DISC officials stated 
the Air Force provides higher grades (pay) and pointed out that the Air 
Force activity is less than 20 miles away. 

A previous report3 to the Secretary of Defense confirmed that DESC as 
well as other DLA activities have recruitment and retention problems 
with contracting personnel. Forty-one percent of the buyers and line 
supervis’ors in the various supply centers had less than 3 years 
experience. 

us officials told us that college graduates are being recruited and a 
national recruiting center has been opened in Columbus, Ohio. Supply 
centers can hire directly from the employment rolls prepared by the 
recruiting center. DLA increased its last 3 fiscal year requests for addi- 
tional personnel and emphasized to the supply centers the need to estab- 
lish realistic staffing goals. 

DLA officials agreed that DJBC has a buyer retention problem in grades 7 
and 9 but believe the actions taken should improve the situation. How- 
ever, the actions taken will not completely resolve the problem because 
a major factor prompting buyers to leave DESC for Air Force positions is 
better career opportunities. Thus, DFSC will continue to have a problem 
to some extent. We believe, therefore, that this problem could slow or 
reduce the improvement in price analysis necessary to the success of the 
initiatives. 

Regarding the problem of purchase request consolidation, we believe 
ample guidance has been provided on the desirability of this procure- 
ment technique. We are, therefore, recommending that the Director, DLA 
require the Commander, DEW to take the necessary steps to assure con- 
solidation of purchase requests occurs when appropriate. The need for 

3Progses at the Defense Logwency (GAO/NSIAD-86-64, Apr. 7, 1986). 
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such action at other DLA centers should also be assessed, and if neces- 
sary, a system established to ensure consolidation is considered during 
price analysis. 

DOD agreed with our report. Further, DJA indicates it is testing a new 
system that should improve purchase request consolidations. Upon com- 
pletion of the testing, the new system will be provided to all DLA hard- 
ware centers. DOD will also ensure that DIA informs its hardware centers 
in writing of current policies on consolidating purchase requests. 

As arranged with your Office, unless you publicly announce its contents 
earlier, we plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days from 
the date of the report. At that time we will send copies to interested 
parties and make copies available to others upon request. 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General 
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Appendix I 

Background 

In July and August 1983, the Secretary of Defense set the tone for the 
DOD position on unwarranted price increases and/or excessive pricing on 
spare parts procurement. In two memorandums, the Secretary 
announced a series of initiatives such as 

l pursuing refunds on a voluntary or legal basis; 
l strengthening procedures for debarring and/or suspending contractors; 
* refusing to do business with contractors guilty of excessive pricing; and 
a identifying alternate sources, including foreign sources. 

The Secretary of Defense asked each service and DLA to initiate compre- 
hensive programs to fully address the problem. In addition, the Secre- 
tary called for efforts by the DOD Inspector General and the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense and established an Office of Spares Program Man- 
agement, The Secretary’s memorandums and the responses from the ser- 
vices and DLA have produced a corrective action plan commonly referred 
to as the “spare parts initiatives.” 

! 
The Congress, also concerned with spare parts procurement, enacted the 
Defense Procurement Reform Act of 1984,’ ~lrequiring DOD to address 
spare pasts pricing problems by 

l refusing to enter into contracts unless the proposed prices are fair and 
reasonable; 

. continuing and accelerating ongoing efforts to improve defense con- 
tracting procedures to encourage effective competition and ensure fair 
and reasonable prices; 

9 using standard or commercial parts whenever such use is technically 
acceptable and cost effective; 

* acquiring replenishment parts in economic order quantities and on a 
multiyear basis whenever feasible, practicable, and cost effective; and 

. reexamining the policies relating to acquisition, pricing, and manage- 
ment of replenishment spare parts and technical data related to such 
parts. 

In 1984 several congressional requesters asked us to analyze growth in 
spare parts prices and to discuss DOD’S improvement initiatives and their 
status. A previous report2 on these issues indicated that DOD had made 

‘Section 1201 of the Defense Authorization Act, 1985, was designated the Defense Procurement 
Reform Act of 1984. 

‘DOD Initiatives to Improve the Acquisition of Spare Parts (GAO/NSIAD-86-62), Mar. 11,1986). 
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progress but it will take time before the initiatives are fully imple- 
mented. The report also indicated that from January 1980 through 
August 1983: 

l significant price increases occurred in the procurement of spare parts at 
four non locations; 

l contractors’ prices were, in many cases, accepted by M3D procurement 
officials (buyers and principal contracting officers) without challenge; ’ 

l management emphasized the number of awards made rather than the 
quality of prices obtained; 

l procurement officials were encouraged to limit the amount of analysis 
performed on low-dollar value procurements; and 

l DQD announced the spare parts initiatives and established a system for 
monitoring their progress. 

In 1986 the Chairman, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
requested a follow-up review. As agreed with the Committee’s repre- 
sentatives, we did the follow up at the same DOD locations where we did 
our earlier work and are reporting the results separately by location 
(Air Force, Army, DLA, and Navy). 

DESC is one of six supply centers operated by DLA. DISC procures and 
manages inventories of electronic parts for the military services. At the 
beginning of fiscal year 1985, DESC managed about 897,000 electronic 
items such as resistors, connectors, transformers, and semiconductors. 
During the first 10 months of fiscal year 1985, DE33 awarded 166,028 
contracts totaling about $583 million. Approximately, 51 percent of the 
awards were made through DI?~C’S automated procurement systems.3 
About half of these awards were for $25,000 or less. 

3DESC operates three procurement systems: phase I is automated and is used for procurements of 
$1,000 or less; phase 11 is automated and is used for procurements between $1,000 and $10,000; 
contracts over $10,000 are manually awarded. 



Appendix II 1 

’ Objectives, Scope, and Methodology -’ 

Our objectives were to determine whether 

l increases in spare parts prices had improved; 
. the improvement, if any, indicated that the initiatives were working; 
l the adequacy of price analyses on individual procurements had 

improved as compared with the results shown in our earlier report; 
4 personnel changes required by the initiatives had been implemented; 

and 
l changes, other than personnel related changes, indicated that various 

initiatives are being followed. 

To meet these objectives, we did the following: 

l Identified price changes that occurred on procurements made during the 
12-month period ending March 31,1986, and grouped these changes into 
four categories: price decreases, prices that remained unchanged, price 
increases of up to 24.9 percent, and price increases of 26 percent or 
more. 

l Analyzed whether factors such as competition, changes in quantity, and 
dollar value influenced price behavior. (We performed the same anal- 
yses during our previous review.) 

l Selected a statistical sample of 160 procurements (contract files) from a 
universe of 189,263 procurements to evaluate the adequacy of price 
analyses on individual procurements and compared the results to those 
from our earlier effort. 

0 Determined if DISC had made changes in its personnel evaluation system 
as required by the initiatives 

. Determined the number of competitive awards and the number of 
procurements for which quantities had increased from previous buys. 
(The initiatives emphasize the need for competition as well as buying in 
larger quantities to avoid frequent buys of small quantities.) 

To make unit price comparisons, we obtained the DESC procurement his- 
tory master files. These files contain detailed procurement information 
on all DESC procurements. Since we were concerned only with replenish- 
ment spare parts, we eliminated procurements that did not meet that 
definition from the data files, 

We also excluded unpriced orders because price comparisons cannot be 
made on spare parts procured under such arrangements.’ We included 

’ We are performing a separate review of unpriced orders for the Senate Committee on Governmental 
Affairs. 
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basic ordering agreement@ and other similar agreements in our sampling 
unless the final price determination was accomplished by government 
representatives at contractor plants or other locations. We excluded 
those procurements because our objective was to assess the adequacy of 
price analysis at DEso. 

We used computer analysis to compare price changes for each item. This 
analysis compared the most recent unit price within our time frame 
(April 1, 1984, through March 31,1985) to the second most recent unit 
price and then compared the second most recent price to the third most 
recent price. If an item was procured only once during our review, no 
comparison was made unless a procurement occurred between 
January 1, 1980, and April 1, 1984. 

This process resulted in 107,333 unit price comparisons. We adjusted 
percentage price changes if the interval between purchases exceeded 1 
year by dividing 365 days by the number of days between procurements 
and multiplying this amount by the actual percentage price change: 

Annual percentage = 365 

price change Number of days x Actual percentage 
between procurements price change 

If the interval between procurements was less than 1 year, we made no 
adjustment. 

Our review covered replenishment spare parts procurements for 1 year 
and compared them with procurements occurring in that same year, or 
as far back as January 1, 1980. Our earlier report covered procurements 
for 3-l/2 years between January 1, 1980, and June 30,1983, in which 
both procurements had to occur. Because of the difference in designs, 
the earlier study contained a higher proportion of more frequently pur- 
chased items and used a shorter period for developing comparisons, 
These differences could affect the proportion of items purchased at rela- 
tively longer intervals included in the two periods. Thus, the results of 
the two studies cannot be directly compared. 

2The basic ordering agreements are not contracts but written agreements that provide the contract 
provisions that will apply to orders subsequently issued under the agreements. Orders under the 
basic ordering agreements may be issued as priced or unpriced. Priced orders occur before issuance. 
Unpriced orders are not priced until some time after issuance. 
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Our results show price increases within each period for those procure- 
ments that met our selection criteria. They also indicate some differ- 
ences in the price increases but because of the design differences 
previously mentioned, the exact differences between periods are not 
known. However, because of the large number of procurements 
involved, the results provide an indicator of change between periods. 

To measure improvement, if any, in the adequacy of price analyses, we 
randomly sampled procurements from five categories: single procure- 
ments (or buys), those procurements with price decreases, those without 
price change, those with price increases up to 24.9 percent, and those 
with price increases of 25 percent or more. 

Price analysis is defined as the process used to determine whether the 
offered price-before making a contract award-is fair and reasonable. 
To evaluate the adequacy of the price analyses performed, we used cri- 
teria contained in the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), the DOD FAR 
Supplement, and the Armed Services Pricing Manual, Number 2. 

We based our analyses on the information contained in the DESC procure- 
ment history files and on data obtained during interviews with the 
responsible buyer or contracting officer. These interviews were made to 
resolve any questions arising from our review of the documents and to 
provide these personnel an opportunity to comment or discuss the case. 
Although we did not perform a formal reliability assessment of the DESC 
data base, we did verify that more than 94 percent of the award dates, 
national stock numbers, and unit prices in our sample contracts were 
recorded correctly in the automated file. Thus, the data could be used 
for review purposes. 

We did not review the implementation of each initiative nor could we 
identify improvement in relation to specific initiatives, Although we did 
not evaluate the implementation of each initiative, we attempted to 
identify, based on discussions with procurement officials and a review 
of procurement files, those instances where it was evident that selected 
initiatives were not being adequately implemented. 

Our review was performed in accordance with generally accepted gov- 
ernment auditing standards. 



Appendix III * 
r(, 

Sjjare Parts Prices and Factors That 
Influence Price 

Spare Parts Prices Our review indicated that spare parts prices are moving in the right 
direction. Table III. 1 shows a 6.4 percent increase in procurements with 
decreased o’r unchanged prices, fewer (5.2 percent) procurements with 
higher prices, and a decrease of 22.9 percent in procurements with price 
increases of 25 percent or more over data from our previous review. 
Table III.2 presents this data in terms of dollars and shows a 21,Q per- 
cent increase in decreased or unchanged prices, fewer (16.7 percent) 
with higher prices, and a decrease of 34.3 percent in price increases of ’ 
25 percent or more. 

Table 111.1: DESC’a Spare Parts 
Procurements by Price Change 
Category in Transactions 

Category 
Decrease in price 
No change in price 
Increase up to 24.9% 
Increase of 25% or over 
Total 

During the 42 months Durin the 12 months 
ended June 30,1983 ende 8 March 31,1995 

Number Percent Number Percent 
80,530 43.8 51,064 47.6 
30,985 16.9 18,274 17.0 
53,045 28.8 29,278 27.3 
19,310 10.5 8,717 8.1 

183.870 100.0 107.333 109.0 

Table 111.2: DEWS Spare Parts 
Procurements by Price Change 
Category 

Dollars in millions 

Category 
Decrease in price 
N’o chanae in price 

During the 42 months Durin 
ended June 30,1983 ende B 

the 12 months 
hlarch 31,1995 

Awards Percent Awards Percent 
$367.1 38.7 $245.3 48.3 

88.1 9.3 52.2 10.2 
Increase up to 24.9% 397.0 41 .a 176.9 34.8 
Increase of 25% or over 96.6 10.2 33.5 6.7 
Total $948.8 100.0 $507.9 100.0 

These changes in spare parts prices may have been the result of several 
factors. Certainly, lower inflation and improvement in the economy 
played major roles. The attention given spare parts pricing by top WD 
officials and efforts by contractors to minimize price increases and 
avoid adverse media publicity probably contributed. DOD’S initiatives 
were also likely to have had a favorable effect because: 

l DESC increased its competition rate and the number of procurements 
where quantities were larger than on previous procurements, thereby 
supporting the initiative to increase the use of competition and also to 
take advantage of economic order quantities and avoid frequent buys of 
small quantities. (See tables III.4 and 111.6.) 
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. In responding to otherSm initiatives, DEE revised its evaluation system far 
people working in procurement and established a system of rewards 
designed to recognize employees who obtain competition on spare parts 
that had been procured sole source. 

0 DESC also instituted a series of actions to provide more and better infor- 
mation to its buyers so they are familiar with the spare parts they are 
buying. 

We believe that the spare parts initiatives, as reflected in the various 
actions taken by DESC, have contributed to the favorable direction of 
spare parts prices, but room exists for improvement in the adequacy of 
price analyses. We could not, however, quantify the effect of the initia- 
tives versus the effects of other factors. 

Factors That Influence As in our previous review, we analyzed three factors to determine if 

Spare Parts Prices 
they influenced price behavior, These factors are 

9 competitive versus noncompetitive procurement, 
9 quantities procured, and 
9 dollar value of procurements’. 

The following are the results of both our previous and current reviews. 

Competition In our previous review, we compared price increases in competitive 
procurements with those in noncompetitive procurements and found 
that 44.6 percent of the noncompetitive procurements compared to 39.8 
percent of the competitive procurements experienced price increases. 
We also found that 13.7 percent of the noncompetitive procurements 
experienced price increases of 25 percent or more compared with 9.6 
percent for the competitive procurements, We concluded, therefore, that 
competition reduces both the frequency and severity of price increases. 
Competition is not a panacea, however, and its effectiveness depends to 
a large degree on conditions in the marketplace. 

In our current review, 37.7 percent of the noncompetitive procurements 
and 36.2 percent of the competitive procurements experienced price 
increases. Also, 9.6 percent of the noncompetitive procurements and 7.8 
percent of the competitive procurements experienced price increases of 
25 percent or more. Table III.3 presents the data. 
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1 *able 111.3: Competitive and Mo~ncolm~pellltive Award’s 
During the 42 months condad June 30,198#3 
Compatitive WIon~comEwetitive 

Caleaorv No. Percent NO. Percent 

During the 12 months endad March 31,1985 
Competitive F(oncompetitive 

No. Percent No. Percent 
Decrease in 

rxice 
No change in 

price 

21.064 51.9 6.367 33.6 27.860 51.9 6.719 38.1 

3,353 8.3 4,118 21.7 6,371 11.9 4,269 24.2 
Incrxags/ up to 

Oo 12,267 30.2 5,862 30.9 15,279 28.4 4,961 28.1 
Increase of 

more than 
25% 

Total 4O,b82 100.0 18,948 99.9 53,722 100.0 17,848 100.0 
3.898 9.6 2,601 13.7 4.212 7.8 1.699 9.6 

Table III.3 also indicates that DESC increased its competition rate. In our 
previous review, 68.2 percent of the awards were competitive. Our cur- 
rent review shows 76.3 percent were competitive awards. (See table 
III.4.) 

Table 111.4: DESC Competition Rates 

Wards 
Previous review Current revilew 

No. Percent No. Percent 
Campetitive 40,582 68.2 53,722 75.3 
Noncompetitive 18,948 31.8 17,648 24.7 
Total 59,530 100.0 71.370 100.0 

Purchase Quantity Our previous review showed that for 7 1.1 percent of the procurements, 
unit prices decreased or remained unchanged when purchase quantities 
were increased. In our current review, the unit price decreased or 
remained unchanged for 73.7 percent of the comparisons where quanti- 
ties increased. (See table 111.5.) 
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Table 111.5: Prilce Change by Qu’antity Vlariatlon 
DwlrDng~ lhlsl42 m~omtks enidvd June 30, 1993 Dwrl~n~g the 12 nnonth~s endled March 31.1986 

Category 
Quantity 
inNcrease Percent 

QWtWltlty 
decrease 

Quantity 
Percent increase Percent 

Qmwantity 
decrease Percent 

Decrease in 
price 63,547 56.4 12,637 22.5 40,110 60.5 8,227 25.9 

Nochangein 
price 13,760 12.7 9,231 16.4 8,724 13.2 6,253 19.6 

Inrx;as;upto 0 24,913 22.9 23,228 41.3 14,133 21.3 12,582 39.5 
Increaseof 

more than 
25% 6,566 6.0 11,159 19.8 3,325 5.0 4,773 15.0 

Total 106,798 100.0 56,255 100.0 66,292 1 W.0 31,835 1010.0 

Table III.6 also shows that decreases in quantities contribute signifi- 
cantly to price increases. Our earlier review showed that 61.1 percent of 
decreased-quantity procurements experienced price increases, and 19.8 
percent of these had increases over 26 percent. The current review 
shows that 64.6 percent of the decreased-quantities experienced price 
increases, and 15 percent had increases of 26 percent or more. The value 
of consolidating purchase requests is discussed on page 20, 

As noted in our earlier report, a requisite for buying in quantity is accu- 
rate requirements data. Sufficient quantities must be procured to meet 
needs, yet excesses must be avoided. If a large quantity is procured but 
is not sufficient to meet total needs, a subsequent procurement of a 
small quantity is quite likely to experience a price increase. 

Table III.6 shows that DESC had a substantial proportion of its procure- 
ments with increased quantities. Our previous review showed 65.9 per- 
cent of all procurements had increases in quantities. In our current 
review, 67.6 percent of all procurements had quantity increases. 

Table 111.6: Increased Quantity 
Procurements 

Quantity [ncrease 
Quantitv Decrease 

Previous review Current review 
No. Percent No. Percent 

108,796 65.9 66,292 67.6 
56.255 --34.1 31.835 32.4 

Total 165,051 100.0 96,127 100.0 
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Dollar Value Severe price increases occurred on procurements in all dollar ranges. 
Table III.7 shows 9.2 percent of procurements for $1,000 or less expe- 
rienced severe price increases while 5 percent of procurements for 
$100,000 experienced such increases. Thus, dollar value appears to 
influence the frequency of severe price increases-it occurs almost 
twice as often in the lower ranges. However, the incidence of severe 
price increases, 6 percent, in the higher dollar ranges would make them 
more significant. 

Table 111.7: Total Procurements and 
Procurements Increasing in Price by 25 Procurements increasing 
Percent or More (In Dollar Ranges) in price by 25 percent or 

Total more 
Dollar ratwe orocurementa Number Percent 
ii 0 -$ 1,000 55,449 5,117 9.2 
1,001 - 10.000 43,267 3,014 7.0 
10,001 - 25,000 5,873 451 7.7 
25.001 - 50,000 1.302 67 5.1 
50,001 - 100.000 989 45 4.6 
Over$lOO,OOO 453 23 -5.1 
Total 107,333 8,717 8.1 
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Appendix IV 

Adequacy of Price Analyses on 
IndividuaIl Procurements 

Significant improvement occurred in the price analyses of procurements 
with price increases of 26 percent or more. Table IV. 1 shows that 46.7 
percent of such procurements in our sample were inadequately ana- 
lyzed. Although DE% has achieved major improvement, the opportunity 
exists for further improvement since price increases of this magnitude 
should prompt close scrutiny. 

Another procurement category where analysis needs improvement is 
unchanged prices, In this category, one out of four analyses was inade- 
quate. Unchanged prices would be of less concern than price increases; 
however, the fact that prices remained unchanged should not be the sole 
basis for accepting prices as reasonable. As indicated earlier, the Armed 
Services Pricing Manual states that adequate price analysis is required 
on every contract. Further, inadequate analyses can adversely effect 
future prices because their acceptability often depends on how they 
compare with prior prices. 

I To determine the adequacy of price analyses, we reviewed 150 procure- 
ments randomly selected from the universe of 189,263 contracts 
awarded between April 1,1984, and March 31,1985. We concluded that 
price analyses were adequate on 115 contracts and inadequate on 35 
contracts, as shown in table IV.l. Our conclusions were based on a 
review of the documents in individual contract files and interviews with 
responsible buyers and/or contracting officers. These interviews were 
made to resolve any questions arising from a review of the documents 
and to provide procurement officials an opportunity to discuss or com- 
ment on the case. 

Table IV,l: Summary af DESC’s Price 
Analysas on 150 Sample Contracts 
Awarded During the 12-Month Period 
Ended March 31,1985 

Total Adequate price analysis Inadequate price analysis 
Category sample Number Percent Number Percent ..~~--- .--. 
First time buys 40 34 85.0 6 15.0 ___ ~~~-.-_____ ~. .~~ 
Price decrease 30 25 83.3 5 16.7 _..~_~.~. ~...-- ..- 
No change 25 18 72.0 7 28.0 ._~. -~~. .-. .-~ ~-- 
Price increase 

up to 24.9% 25 22 88.0 3 12.0 
Price Increase 

25% or more 
Total 

30 16 53.3 14 46.7 
150 115 76.7 35 23.3 

Projecting our sample results, we estimate that procurement officials’ 
price analyses may have been inadequate on 30,407 contract awards, 
plus or minus 11,243 of the 189,263 awards. The estimate was made at 



+ %bc 85 percent confidence level, with a standard~error rate of plus or 
minus 5.94 percent. In other words, between 19,164 and 41,660 con- 
tracts may not have had adequate price analysis, Chrr evaluation of 
price analysis does not provide a basis for determining if prices were 
fair and reasonable. However, it does provide some indication of DIBC’S 
vulnerability to unreasonable prices because adequate price analyses 
were not performed. 

Buyer Actions 
Adequate 

In determining whether contracts received adequate price analysis, we 
relied on guidance in the &&I%, the DOD FAR Supplement, and the Armed 
Services Pricing Manual, Number 2. These documents state that procure- 
ment officials are responsible for selecting and using price analysis tech- 
niques that will ensure a fair and reasonable price. For example, the 
Armed Services Pricing Manual states that: 

“For every procurement, the contracting officer must decide as to the fairness and 
reasonableness of the price he is going to pay for a product or a service. The obliga- 
tion to contract at fair and reasonable prices does not diminish as we move down the 
scale from multi-million dollar contracts for systems acquisition to the nickel and 
dime item prices for nuts, bolts, and screws . . . . The conclusion that a price is fair 
and reas’onable must be based on some form of analysis . . . How detailed the anal- 
ysis is will depend on the dollars and the nature of the product. . being 
purchased.” 

To determine that a price is fair and reasonable, a procurement official 
may do one or more of the following: 

l compare competitive price quotations received in response to a 
solicitation, 

. compare prior quotations and contract prices with current quotations 
for the same or similar items, 

. compare proposed prices with independent government cost estimates, 
l compare proposed prices with competitive published price lists, and 
l exercise personal knowledge that the price quoted reflects the value of 

the item being purchased. 

Buyer Actions 
Inadequate 

Table IV.2 summarizes our reasons for concluding that procurement 
officials did not perform adequate price analysis on 35 contracts. 
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Table IV.2: Reasons for Inadequate 
Price Anelysia Catego~ry Number 

Purch,ase requests n’ot consolid,ated 12 
Competitive opportunity missed 7 
Substantial difference between target pri’ce and vendor quote 6 
Potential price breaks not dIetermined 5 
Sianificant orice increases not iustified 4 
Previous vendor not contacted 1 
Total 35 

The following discusses four of the categories, accounting for 29 of the 
35 inadequate price analyses. 

Purchase Requests Not 
Consolidated 

We questioned the acceptance of proposed prices on 12 contracts 
because they had been awarded shortly after another award for the 
identical spare part. For example, both buys were for 25 units at $2.40 
each. The two buys were from the same contractor. The first buy was 
made on July 5,1984, and the second on August 51984, less than 30 
days later. The request for the second buy, however, was issued on 
June 26,1984,9 days before the first buy was awarded. 

The buyer agreed that the buys should have been consolidated but could 
not explain why they were not. The dollar value of this example is 
small. However, based on a projection of our sample, there could have 
been over 10,000 awards where the opportunity to consolidate may 
have been missed. 

The spare parts initiatives emphasize the need to consolidate procure- 
ments by pointing out that the cost of acquiring spare parts is increased 
by low-volume (small quantity) procurements. Failure to consolidate 
procurements causes 

l unnecessary duplication of contract awards, 
. increased administrative costs, and 
l uneconomical purchase quantities. 

In addition to the initiatives that call for consolidation, the DOD Inspector 
General in a May 25,1984, report to the DLA Director recommended that 
DFSC be directed to buy items in quantities that take advantage of price 
breaks. 



Competitive Opportunity 
Missed 

In 7 of the 3’5 cases, KJJZX procurement officials had the opportunity to 
use competitive procurement procedures but did not. For example, there 
were two buys by the same buyer from the same contractor. 

. On September 6, 1984,26 units were purchased at $278 each, for a total 
of $6,960. 

. Thirty-five days later eight units were purchased at the same price, 
$278, for a total of $2,224. The buyer, when making this award, solic- 
ited only one source, the previous contractor. The buyer justified accep 
tance of the $278 proposed price by stating, 

“though competition was not present. . . the integrity of the contractor is such that 
the price quoted is within their normal pricing structure. . . the contractor, from 
experience, has been ethical in its pricing practices. This procurement is judged to 
be fair and reasonable.” 

The reasonableness of the first procurement was justified on the same 
basis. However, we found that the buyer had no experience with the 
contractor when the first procurement was made, and was relatively 
new to procurement. Although there was no attempt to solicit additional 
sources on either procurement, the contract file for the second buy con- 
tained a document from a contractor other than the one solicited. This 
document is a maJor source for identifying additional contractors that 
can be solicited. The buyer, however, did not solicit the vendor listed on 
the drawing. 

Significant Difference 
Between Target Price and 
Vendor Quote 

We questioned the adequacy of the price analyses on six contracts 
because the buyers did not effectively use target prices established by 
DESC. Target prices are provided to buyers on first time buys for use in 
evaluating vendor quotes. This procedure can be a valuable aid in price 
analysis because buyers often have little information to analyze first 
time prices. To be effective, however, target prices must be effectively 
used. This was not always done. For example: 

. The buyer procured 132 items at $21.23 each for a total of $2,802.36. 
The target price was $1.66 each for a total suggested price of $219.12. 
The buyer solicited two distributors representing the same manufac- 
turer. One did not bid. The buyer, therefore, made a noncompetitive 
award. Before the award, the buyer asked the sole bidder why the price 
was so high. The distributor stated that the costs consisted of set-up 
charges, testing, new material, and overhead. The buyer accepted the 
explanation and made the award. However, set-up charges, testing, and 
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new material are generally associated with fabrication not distribution. 
In our opinion, additional price analysis should have been performed 
since the buyer knew of the difference between the target and bid 
pld!S. 

l The buyer was provided a target price of $149 per item. The proposed 
price from the sole bidder was $278 for a total difference of $4,267. 
Although the buyer was in a noncompetitive situation and had a target 
price, the bidder was not contacted and asked to explain why the price 
was so high. 

The FAR states that the reasonableness of a proposed price should be 
based on competition and, when one response is received, additional 
effort on the part of the buyer is required. In both of the prior examples, 
the buyers were in noncompetitive situations. The buyers ignored the 
target price in one case and accepted the bidder’s explanation without 
challenge in the other. 

Significant Price Increases We questioned the adequacy of the price analysis on four contracts 
Not Justified because prices had increased significantly when compared to the last 

price paid. However, buyers took no additional steps to justify accep- 
tance of the significantly increased prices. For example, the buyer pro- 
cured 39 items at $147 each for a total of $5,733. This was equivalent to 
an annual increase of 96 percent over the unit price previously paid. 
The buyer solicited three vendors and accepted the lowest bid received 
as permitted under the FAR. 

We believe the buyer should have taken further action to determine why 
the price increased so dramatically. For example, the buyer could have 
asked the low bidder why the price had increased or requested assis- 
tance from DESC’S technical personnel. 

Conclusions Certainly, ample guidance has been provided regarding the opportuni- 
ties to obtain more favorable prices through consolidation of procure- 
ment requests and use of alternate vendors. 

In addition, while DIBC has employed target prices to assist buyers on 
first time buys, this tool was not effectively used in all cases. We believe 
this may indicate some buyers need additional guidance and/or training 
in the use of target prices. 
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Recommendation We recommend that the Director, DLA, require the Commander of DEW to 
take the necessary action to assure consolidation of purchase requests 
occurs when appropriate. The need for such action at other DLA centers 
should also be assessed, and if necessary, systems established to ensure 
consolidation is considered during price analysis. 

Agency Comments DOD agreed with our report. Further, DLA indicates it is testing a new 
system that should improve purchase request consolidations. Upon com- 
pletion of the testing, the new system will be provided to all DLA hard- 
ware centers. DOD will also ensure that DLA informe its hardware centers 
in writing of current policies on consolidating purchase requests. 
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Appendix V - 

Personnel Changes &la&d to Spare 
Parts Initiatives 

We identified two personnel-related changes that are the result of the 
spare parts initiatives. D@+C provided product (spare parts) familiarity 
training and revised performance appraisals to emphasize quality 
pricing and competitive procurement. We also found, based on a limited 
number of interviews, an apparent change in the attitude of procure- 
ment officials-a shift from productivity (awarding contracts) to per- 
forming quality price analysis. Finally, a number of other programs 
were instituted to assist buyers or to improve spare parts prices by 
other means. 

Apparent Shift in 
Attitude 

In our previous review, we found that buyers had not taken reasonable 
action to investigate large price increases. We discussed these cases with 
the buyers who told us that management had emphasized awarding 
small-dollar value contracts as quickly as possible (productivity). Conse- 
quently, buyers paid little attention to the quality of price analysis. 
During the current review, we interviewed a number of buyers who told 
us that the initiatives had increased the emphasis on the quality of price 
analysis. They also stated the prior emphasis on productivity remained, 
but believe the emphasis on quality price analyses resulted in savings. 

We pointed out in our previous report that the emphasis on productivity 
had resulted in the exclusion of quality price analyses. Decisions on the 
proper balance between the amount of time to be spent on price analysis 
and the dollar value of the procurement will always be a challenge, but 
it is very important to maintain a reasonable balance. 

Training One of the spare parts initiatives calls for 

“expanded training to insure proper emphasis, understanding, and skill level for 
personnel engaged in the acquisition of spare parts.” 

D?XSC instituted classes for buyers to provide additional information on 
the commodities they buy. The objective is to make buyers more knowl- 
edgeable of the characteristics of items procured. In addition, DE!SC is 
improving its engineering staff’s assistance to buyers. 

Engineering staff have been assigned to work with groups of buyers 
procuring specific commodity groups. The personnel visit regularly with 
buyers to answer questions of a technical nature and provide assistance 
in pricing spare parts. 
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To auppllement its efforts of having “more informed” buyers, DEYC is also 
requesting contractors to submit drawings of their parts when bidding 
on contracts. This effort was initiated in September 1985. In addition, 
DEE buyers attend regularly scheduled training classes and are required 
to complete these courses during their first 2 or 3 years. The training 
becomes more sophisticated as the buyer obtains more experience. 

We believe DESC’S efforts to have informed buyers have significant 
potential. Informed buyers are likely to ask the right questions at the 
right time and challenge responses that do not appear reasonable. 

Perfmmince 
Appraisals 

Another spare parts initiative required the services and DLA to 

“revise performance evaluation factors for acquisition and logistics managers to 
include emphasis on spare parts pricing, breakout, and competition , . . .” 

At DESC, the following critical element was included in the performance 
standards for buyers and contracting officers: 

“Complies with instructions, programs, and basic contracting principles toward 
quality pricing, efforts to break out sole source procurements, utilization of value 
engineering techniques, and maintenance of a high level of competition.” 

The buyer’s performance is rated on the number of inadequate pricing 
instances the contracting officer identifies. The number of instances 
vary with the grade level of the buyer. 

DEW officials stated their most severe personnel problem was retaining 
trained and experienced buyers. To some extent, these officials indi- 
cated that their efforts benefit others because once DISC buyers are fully 
trained and have 2 or 3 years of experience, about 10 percent of the 
buyers annually leave DESC for jobs at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 
This issue is discussed more fully in appendix VI. 

Dther Programs DESC has instituted a number of other programs. Some of these, such as a 
pricing matrix and the video cassette, are designed to assist buyers. 
Others, such as value engineering and the filtering procedure, are to 
avoid or prevent overpricing and achieve more reasonable prices. A par- 
tial list of these programs and their goals are shown in table V.I. 
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Table VA: DESC’s Efforts to Improve 
Spare Parts Prices Program, 

Competition Advocate 

Value Engineering 

GOcll 
Develop edditio’nal competition and recognize employee 

actions to get fair prices 
Develop bid sets, addition,al sources, and reverse 

enaineerina 
Visits to cantractors Identify actual manufacturers 
Commodity training 
Pricing matrix 

Generally familiarize buyers with what they buy , 
Aid to buyer in decidin what action to take to determine if a 

fair price is propose 3 
Screening to identify items which may be overpriced Filtering procedure 

Review and approval process Policy to review buyer actions in order to reduce chances of 
items beina overoriced 

Quantity price break policy En;$;;fe buyers to take advantage of quantity price 

Video cassette 
Full buver staffina 

Familiarize buyers with specific parts by using photographs 
Neaate effects of personnel turnover 

We believe these programs are indicative of DlBC management’s commit- 
ment to the initiatives and to making changes that will help to obtain 
reasonable prices. 
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Oljsewation on Implementation of Spare 
Parts Initiatives 

During our review, DEW officials consistently pointed out that a persis- 
tent problem affecting their ability to perform adequate price analysis is 
their inability to retain experienced, well-trained buyers. They 
explained that the Air Force provides higher grades (pay) and Wright- 
Patterson Air Force Base is only 20 miles from DESC. Thus, buyers do not 
have to relocate. Further, the Air Force finds DJBC buyers to be highly 
attractive candidates because they have completed mandatory training, 
have about 3 years of experience, and are well versed in defense acqui- 
sition regulations. 

In a previous report,’ we pointed out that DLA activities, including DEIX, 
had recruiting and ret.ention problems with procurement personnel. For 
example, 41 percent of the buyers and line supervisors in the various 
supply centers had less than 3 years of experience. DOD indicated that 
DLA would take or had taken various actions to remedy the situation. 

DLA officials stated these actions include 

. opening a national recruiting center in Columbus, Ohio; 
l recruiting college graduates; 
l establishing a gifted scholar program; 
l providing the supply centers with direct hire authority; 
. increasing budget requests for additional personnel; 
l emphasizing to the supply centers the need for realistic staffing goals; 
l defining a management information system with standardized defini- 

tions; and 
l performing exit interviews to determine the reasons why employees 

leave. 

These officials view these actions as efforts to improve both the quality 
as we11 as, the size of the work force. However, they pointed out that 
DESC, as well as other DLA activities, will always have retention problems 
to some extent. There is competition between DLA activities and other, 
larger DOD activities, for quality procurement personnel, and these other 
activities can offer better career opportunities. DLA activities are also 
excellent training centers where personnel can acquire experience and 
receive necessary procurement training. According to DW officials, the 
severity of the problem can be reduced but not completely resolved. It is 
a problem that the centers will have to cope with and live wit.h. This 
problem could slow or reduce the improvement sought under t,he initia- 
tives at DLA activities. 

‘progress and Challenges at the Defense Logistics Agency (GAO/NSIAD-86-64. Apr. 7, 1986). -- 
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Appendix VII * * 

Comments From, t$e Assistant Secretary of Ih* ! 
Defense for Acquisition and Logistics 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINOTON. ‘J.C. 20301-8000 

ACQUISITLON AND 
LO’OlSTfCJ 

L(SPM) 

Mr. Frank C. Conahan 
Assistant Comptroller General 
National Security and International 

Affairs Division 
US General Accounting Office 
Washington. DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Conahan: 

This is the Department of Defense (DoD) response to the 
General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report, "SPARE PARTS: 
Initiatives at the Defense Electronics Supply Center," dated 
February 18, 1987 (GAO Code 396411/396418) OSD Case 68513. The 
DoD agrees with the report. Comments relative to each of the 
major points raised in the report are enclosed. 

The GAO examined data for the la-month period ending 
March 31, 1985, but further progress has been made in the 
intervening two years. The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 
reviewed the subject of combining purchase requests (PRs), which 
was addressed as the one recommendation in the GAO audit. For 
the past six months, the DLA has been prototyping an upgraded 
preaward system that, among other things, provides for the 
referral of all new PRs for items to the buyer responsible for 
any open PR for that identical item. Upon completion of 
prototyping, this revision of the Standard Automated Materiel 
Management System (SAMMA) will be provided to all the DLA 
hardware centers. In the interim, the DoD will ensure that the 
DLA reminds all hardware centers in writing, within 60 days of 
this letter, of the current policies regarding consolidating PRs. 

Other progress in the procurement of spare parts is evident 
in both the Services and the Defense Logistics Agency, and was 
recently confirmed by the DoD Inspector General in the "Summary 
Report on the Follow-up Defense-Wide Audit on Procurement of 
Spare Parts," dated February 17, 1987. 
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In ~~ummvlry, the DoD conaiders the DLA spares program one 
that haha achieved some measure of success but still requires 
additional attention. The IWD appreciates the opportunity to 
camnwsnt on the GAO draft report. 

Sincerely, 

Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Acquisition and Logistics) 

Enclosure 
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GAO DRAFT REPORT - DATED FEBRUARY 18, 1987 
(GAO CorrB 396418) cm3 c&m 6851-E 

"SPARE PARTS: INITIATIVES AT THE DIPBMSE 
ELECTRONICS SUPPLY CERTIZR" 

DEPARTMRNT OF DEFEIVSE COMMEHTS 

f * * l * 

FINDINGS 

0 PINDING A: Trends In Spare Parts Prices At The Defense 
Electronics Supply Center. The GAO reported that it 
compared the prices on 107,333 procurements, valued at 
$501.9 million, made by the Defense Logistic Agency (DLA) 
Defense Electronics Supply Center (DESC) during the 12-month 
period ending March 31, 1985. The GAO found that 8 percent 
of these procurements, valued at $33.5 million, experienced 
price growth of 2.5 percent or more. The GAO also found that 
64.6 percent of the DESC procurements, totaling nearly 
$298 million, had either no price change or a price 
decrease. The GAO compared these trends with similar data 
for the 42-month period ended June 30, 1983, and concluded 
that the DESC spare parts prices have moved in the right 
direction. (p. 2, pp. 17-18/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPONSE: Concur. 

l FIIQDIIWG B: Factors That Have Influenced DESC Spare Parts 
Prices. The GAO found that the changes in DESC spare parts 
prices may have been the result of several factors, 
including: (1) lower inflation and improvement in the 
economy, (2) the attention given spare parts by DOD 
officials, and (3) efforts by contractors to minimize price 
growth and avoid adverse media publicity. The GAO also 
found substantial evidence that the DESC has made progress 
in implementing the DOD spare parts initiatives. The GAO 
found, for example, that the DESC has made two personnel 
changes that are the result of the spare parts initiatives: 
(1) product familiarity training has been provided to DESC 

buyers, and (2) performance appraisals have been revised to 
emphasize quality pricing and competitive procurement. The 
GAO also reported that the DESC has instituted a number of 
other programs, such as value engineering and price 
filtering, to improve spare parts prices. The GAO also 
noted an apparent shift in attitude by DESC buyers toward 
quality price analyses. The GAO concluded that these 

ENCLOSURE 
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actions are indicative of the DESC management commitment to 
the DOD initiativas, and to making changes that will help 
obtain reasonable price& The GAO further concluded that 
the DISC is implementing the spare parts initiatives, 
and it is likely that they have had an effect. (PP. 2-3, 
pp. 19-24, pp. 35-40/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPCYIASE: Concur. 

(I FINIDIIRG; C: Adequacy Of DESC Price Analyses. The GAO found 
that of 150 contracts sampled, ' 
been performed on 35, 

inadequate price analysis had 
representing about 23 percent of the 

contracts. The GAO also found that of 30 sampled contracts 
with price growth of 25 percent or more, 14, or 46.7 
percent, did not have adequate price analysis performed. 
The GAO concluded that price growth of this magnitude should 
prompt close scrutiny. The GAO further found that 
inadequate price analysis occurred on 7 of 25, or 28 
percent, of those contracts sampled where there was no 
change in price. While acknowledging that procurements with 
unchanged prices would receive less priority than those with 
price growth, the GAO concluded that unchanged prices should 
not be the sole basis for accepting a price as reasonable. 
The GAO also pointed out that the Armed Services Pricing 
Manual states that adequate price analysis is required on 
every contract. The GAO concluded that, overall, there is 
opportunity for further improvement in DESC price analyses. 
(PO 3, pp. 25-27/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPONSE: Concur 

l PIHDIFlG D: Reasons For Inadequate Price Analyses. The GAO 
identified several reasons whv buyers were not nerformins 
adequate price analyses, including: (1) not consolidating 
purchase requests: (2) missed competitive opportunities; 
(3) substantial differences between target price and vendor 
quote; (4) not determining potential price breaks; and 
(5) not justifying significant price increases. The GAO 
found that the failure to consolidate purchase requests 
occurred most frequently, accounting for 12 of the 35 
contracts with inadequate price analysis. Based on its 
sample results, the GAO estimated that there could have been 
over 10,000 awards where the opportunity to consolidate 
purchases may have been missed. According to the GAO, there 
are several adverse effects that result from the failure to 
consolidate procurements, including (1) unnecessary 
duplication of contract awards, (2) increased administrative 
costs, and (3) uneconomical purchase quantities. The GAO 
pointed out that the DOD initiatives call for consolidation, 
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and that a May 1984 DOD Inspector General report recommended 
that the DISC bu 

K 
items in 

price breaks. 9 
uantities that take advantage of 

T e GAQ cone uded that ample guidance already 
exists on the desirability of consolidating purchase 
requests. The GAO further concluded, therefore, that the 
DESC needs to take the steps necessary to assure the 
technique is used whenever approspriate. The GAO noted that 
some buyers may need additional guidance and/or training in 
the use of target prices. (pp. 3-5, pp. 28-34/GAO Draft 
Report) 

DOD RESPCXWE: Concur. 

0 FLRZDImG E: Retention Of IWK! Procurement Personnel. The 
GAO reported that, accordinq to DBSC officials, the major 
obstacie to continued improvement in price analysis is-the 
inability of the DESC to retain experienced, well trained 
buyers. According to the GAO, DESC officials explained that 
it takes about three years for a person to obtain the 
necessary training and experience to qualify for a grade 7 
or 9 position, but these are the grades where most personnel 
are lost. The GAO pointed out that its previous report, 
'Progress and Challenges At The Defense Logistics Agency," 
GAO/NSIAD-86-64, dated April 7, 1986 (OSD Case 6882) 
confirmed that the DESC, as well as other DLA activities, 
have recruitment and retention problems. The GAO reported 
that, to deal with this situation, the DOD indicated that 
the DLA would take, or had taken, several actions, including 
increased emphasis on recruiting , management and personnel 
budgets. The GAO also reported, however, that DOD officials 
believe the DESC, as well as other DLA activities, will 
always have retention problems to some extent since other 
DOD activities can offer better career opportunities--i.e., 
that the severity of the retention problem can be reduced 
but not completely solved. The GAO concluded that the 
retention issue is a problem with which the DESC and other 
centers will have to cope and live. The GAO also concluded, 
however, that the retention problem could slow or reduce the 
improvement in price analysis necessary to the success of 
the DOD initiatives. (PP. 4-5, PP. 41-42/GAO Draft Report) 

: Concur. DOD RESPONSE 
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l REc~mTIotu 1: The GAO recommended that the Director, 
DLA, require the Commander , DESC to take the necessary 
action to assure consolidation of purchase requests occurs 
when appropriate. The GAO further recommended that the 
need for such action at other DLA centers should also be 
assessed and, if necessary, systems established to assure 
Consolidation is considered during price analysis. (P. 5, 
p. 34/GAO Draft Report) 

DOD RESPONSE: Concur. The DLA has already assessed the 
need for a system change, applicable to all DLA centers. 
Prototyping of changes to the Standard Automated Materiel 
Management System (SAMMS) is currently underway, with 
planned implementation within three years. These changes are 
expected to result in improvements to all DLA hardware 
centers . In the interim, a DLA reminder will be issued 
within 60 days to all centers emphasizing the current 
policies regarding the consolidation of purchase requests. 
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